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Abstract 

This research aimed to describe the use of EMI in PGMIPA-U program in Jambi 

University in the academic Year 2016 / 2017 and identify students‟ perception in learning 

mathematics and science using English as medium of instruction. In conducting this research, 

the data were collected from 8 students of PGMIPA-U program. Descriptive qualitative was 

chosen as the research design in which interview and classroom observation were the 

instruments of this research. Interview was employed to know the students‟ perception about 

EMI and Classroom observation was also carried out to know how EMI in PGMIPA-U 

program was used. 

The result of this study showed that the EMI was implemented fully in some courses 

and partially in some other courses. Fully means using no native language at all and partially 

means use 50% or less of the course taught in English. The study also revealed that almost all 

students did not understand about the lesson if the lecturers used full EMI in the classroom. 

When the lecturer used partial EMI the students slightly understand about the materials. It is 

also reflected from classroom observation at that time the lecturer used EMI in the classroom 

from the beginning until the end of the class. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

To achieve an international standard in Indonesian education, Indonesian government uses 

English as one of the important subjects not only for academic purposes but also as a medium 

of instruction. In Indonesia, many universities use English as Medium of Instruction (EMI) to 

teach their students. In Jambi university, it is not only the English study program that use 

English as medium of instruction, but other departments such as PGMIPA (program of 

mathematics and science teacher education) also use it. There is a program named PGMIPA-

U (Superior Mathematics and Science Classes Program). It is a program where the students 

should learn Math and Science with English as the medium of instruction. 

 Wismono (2013) stated that science had been mostly developed by the scientist from 

English speaking country even a number of sciences were originated from the English 

speaking countries. Most of the disciplines of science use English as its medium. In addition, 

there are a number of untranslatable English scientific terms which then urge people to learn 

English to understand the real meaning of such untranslatable terms. 
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By using English as a medium of instruction, students would be able to understand the 

lesson/course and are capable in using English. According to Crandall (1988, as cited in 

Artini, 2013) the use of EMI could be regarded as an effort to renewal in the field of learning 

which targeted the attainment of two objectives at once. Both of these objectives are: (1) 

subject competence and (2) language competence. 

This research aimed on describing the use of EMI in PGMIPA-U program based on 

students‟ perceptions. 

 

1.1. English as Medium of Instruction (EMI) 

 

English is not only used for academic purpose but also has become a medium of 

instruction. Some scholars proposed the definitions of EMI. They are: 

 Deardean (2014) stated that it was the use of the English language to teach academic 

subjects in countries where the first language (L1) of the majority of the population was not 

English.  

Madhavan, McDonald, and Paris (2014) stated that EMI essentially refers to the 

teaching of a subject using the medium of the English language, but where there were no 

explicit language learning aims and where English was not the national language.  

Arkın (2013) stated that EMI in higher education refers to instruction of university 

level major courses through the medium of English.  

According to Rogier (2012) English-medium instruction in the context of his study 

was primarily seen as a means of delivering course content. Teachers were not specifically 

using instructional techniques to improve the language proficiency of students.  

In other words, EMI is used as medium of instruction in teaching without any aim to 

learn the language and without any aim to improve students‟ proficiency in English. EMI is 

used by students who their national language is not English. 

 

1.2. The Implementation of EMI 

 

When English was being used at universities in the country which native language was 

not English such as Korea, The Netherlands, Japan, Malaysia, and Germany, then the term 

EMI was applicable. In this case, the teachers and the students might be non-native speakers of 

English (Corrigan, 2015). 

In using EMI, the lecturers did not teach the students about English subject but they 

used English as medium of instruction. There are two ways in implementing EMI, full EMI 

and partial EMI.   

According to (Swain & Johnson, 1997, as cited in Ibrahim, 2001) a full EMI is a form 

of bilingual education using no native language at all in its curriculum, while a partial EMI is a 

bilingual program with as little or less than 50% of the curriculum taught with a second 

language. Ibrahim (2001) stated that the unsupportive EMI environment outside the classroom, 

the general lack of language proficiency among students and teachers were the reason full EMI 

was apparently unreasonable to be implemented, and partial EMI was, therefore, a possible 

option. 

According to Ibrahim (2001) Partial EMI could be defined not only in terms of the 

amount of percentage of the curriculum taught in the native language. It may also refer to 

limitations in participants, scope, and settings. He distinguished the dimensions that could be 

considered in implementing partial EMI. 

a. Participants (teacher and students) 

Since these participants (teacher and students) as the key to have an effective teaching 

and learning process both of them need to have a good proficiency in English. Since teachers 



are normally expected to teach or lecture and to absorb information from textbooks in order to 

transmit it to their students, they are supposed to have a good competence in speaking 

(lecturing) and reading (textbooks). On the other hand, the recipients, students, are usually 

expected to comprehend lectures (listening) and to take notes (writing). The level of language 

competence required of both groups may rise if classes become learner-centered and activity-

based. In this situation, the both group is likely to get involved in various cognitive and 

communicative skills, which demand a higher level of proficiency in English four skills.  

b. Scope of use (courses, language skills, and tasks) 

The scope can be divided in three components, namely courses, language skill and 

tasks. At the initial stage, EMI programs do not have to encompass all university courses. 

Some courses are more easily delivered or communicated in a particular language. Such as 

„Locally-based‟ and „culture-specific‟ courses (like history, geography, social sciences, etc.) 

and „reflective‟ or „creative‟ courses (like philosophy, literature, and art) may be best in their 

original form, Indonesian, while courses often considered „universal‟ (like mathematics and 

natural sciences) or „international‟ (like engineering, business, accounting, etc.) can be 

attempted in English. The fact that certain disciplines have jargons and registers may imply 

that they are more easily communicated in the language where the jargons or registers are 

found often in English. 

Next component is language skill. At the beginning stage, EMI classes may not need to 

cover all language skills. The teachers can start to teach the students with receptive skill 

(listening and reading) and gradually move to productive skill (speaking and writing). Since 

reading provides rich input important for production and students cannot rely too much on 

their teachers for comprehensible input, reading may be preferred to other language skills at 

the initial stage of EMI implementation. For writing, the complex form in writing such as 

essays or papers should be done when the students have reached an adequate English skill. 

The last is tasks. According to (Nunan, 1988, as cited in Ibrahim, 2001) there are two 

types of tasks: first is pedagogic and the second is real-world task. She defines the pedagogic 

task as a task that required in the classroom while real-world task means a task that learners 

might called upon to perform in the real life. It is referring not only to classroom academic 

tasks students are normally required to do but also to all aspects of life, which can be used for 

learning purposes in the classroom. 

c. Settings (classroom & semester level) 

Semester level can be an indicator of a student‟s academic ranking. The higher their 

academic level, the more they have learned. Students who reached the advanced stage in their 

studies not only learn in their study field such as knowledge or experience but also that they 

have coped with increasing cognitive difficulties characteristic of higher academic levels. 

Considering the important semester level to have a successful EMI program, the policy makers 

need to avoid fulfill the low-semester students with EMI but EMI classes should gradually 

increase with students semester level.  

From some journals about EMI in some bilingual schools in Indonesia, among students 

and teachers have any lack English proficiency that made it hard to used full EMI to teach the 

students. In Artini (2013) study, the researcher got a picture how the used of EMI in one of 

school in Indonesia. The teachers did not have any confidence to teach the students using 

English as medium of instruction and also their lack proficiency in English made them hard to 

teach the students with using full English in the class. The teachers also used to mix the 

language, when the teachers did not know how to say a word in English, they prefer to used 

Bahasa Indonesia to omit the misunderstanding in learning. 

 

 

  



2. METHOD 

 

2.1. Subject 

 

The subjects of this research were 8 students and 1 lecturer from PGMIPA-U program in 

University of Jambi. The researcher chose 2 participants from Mathematics PGMIPA-U, 2 

participants from Biology PGMIPA-U, 2 participants from Chemistry PGMIPA-U, 2 

participants from Physics PGMIPA-U and 1 lecturer from the Chemistry program. All the 

participants were the students learning the subjects using EMI and the lecturer teaching with 

EMI. The researcher took 8 students‟ names to be interviewed with 2 students from each 

program in detail. There criteria to choose the participants were the students who wanted to 

be interviewed by the researcher. 

 

2.2. Method of data collection 

 

The study used interview and class observation to conduct the study. This study used 

interview to know the participants‟ perception about EMI in PGMIPA-U program and used 

classroom observation to observe the use of EMI in the class. All interviews and observation 

were audio recorded. 

 

 

3. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

The researcher interviewed 8 participants and observed teaching and learning process in 

one class of Chemistry Program. From the interview results, the researcher found that not all 

courses of each program use English as medium of instruction. Related to the research 

problem, there were three themes with 12 sub themes, as outlined in table 1. 

 

Research problem Themes Sub-themes 

How is the use of English 

as Medium of Instruction 

in PGMIPA-U program 

in Jambi University 

 

Use English in Pre-

teaching activities 

Greeting 

Checking list of attendance 

Reviewing the previous lesson 

Activating the prior knowledge 

of the present topic 

Use English in 

Whilst teaching 

activities 

Explaining the lesson 

Discussing the lesson 

Exemplifying the lesson 

Delivering the questions 

Answering the questions 

Presenting the slides 

Use English in post Giving the conclusion of the 



teaching activities lesson 

Closing the lesson 

Table 1. The Use of EMI (English as Medium of Instruction) in PGMIPA-U Program in 

Jambi University 

 

 

3.1. Using EMI in pre- teaching activities 

 Greeting  

In greeting session there were five participants stated that their lecturers used English 

while greeting the students in the classroom. There were some lecturers greeting in English 

after greeting the students in Arabic. The following are the statements: 

 

Iya, good morning, selamat pagi, pertamanya Assalamua’alaikum habis tu good morning terus 
kami bilang good morning [Tania] 
 

“Yes, good morning, good morning, first he said Assalamu’alaikum and then good 
morning then we said good morning” 
  

Ya, waktu pakek bahasa inggris bapak dari awal sampe akhir pakek bahasa inggris, misalnya apa 
ya misalnya hari ini kita bakal ini, ini ini pakek bahasa inggris [Stefanie] 
 

“Yes, when the lecturer used English the lecturer used English from the 
beginning until the last lesson used English, for example like today we will bla 
bla bla using English” 
 

Iya, panjang kak, pembukaan pembelajaran kata sambutannya good morning gitu, sudah itu, 
misalnya kita belajar gini gini tapi pakek bahasa inggris kak [Anna] 
 

 “Yes, he greeted quite long, open the lesson by saying like good morning, and 
then, for instance, we learned something and the lecturer talked using English”  
 

Iya biasanya ada tambahan-tambahan lagi jadi gak greeting aja kak [Jack] 
 

“Yes, usually there were any additions so it was not only greeting”  
 

Iya kak pakek Bahasa Inggris [Anni] 
 

“Yes used English” 

 

Then one participant stated that the lecturer translated the utterance into Bahasa 

Indonesia after the lecturer greeted in English. It happened because the majority of the 

students in that class did not understand about English. The following is the statement: 

Iya, biasanya salam dulu kan, terus itu ngucap pagi, apa kabar kalian nak, lama nunggu dak, iya 
pakek bahasa inggris tapi nanti di translatin soalnya rata rata kami dk ngerti, kayak how are you, 
jadi kan kami rato-rato ngerti kan jadi kami bilang fine.. [Elsa] 



“Yes, usually greeting first, then the lecturer said, „Good morning. How are you? 
How long have you been waiting?‟ Yes, he used English but later he translated it 
in to Bahasa Indonesia because most of us did not understand, like the phrase 
“how are you”, we understand so we can respond it..” 

 

There were two participants stated that their lecturer did not use English while 

greeting the students. The lecturer who used English in greeting was only the lecturer who 

taught English subject. The following is the statement: 

Kalo yang sering good morning itu ya cuman makul bahasa inggris, selebihnya jarang palingan 
cuman Assalamu’alaikum. Tetep udah terus ngomong pakek bahasa Indonesia nanti kalo ada 
materi baru kadang-kadang pakek bahasa inggris. [Syafa and Minah]  

“A lecturer who used English in greeting was a lecturer who taught English 
subject but the others rarely used English. The others just said 
“Assalamualaikum.” still after that they used Bahasa Indonesia then when they 
explained the material, they sometimes use English.” 

 

 Reviewing the last lesson 

When reviewing the previous lesson session, there were two participants stated their 

lecturers used English when reviewing the lesson. The following are the statements: 

 
Pakai bahasa inggris [Stefanie] 

“They used English” 
Iya bahasa inggris [Anna] 

“Yes in English”  

 

There are two participants gave a different opinions. One participant stated that after 

the lecturer used English as medium, he translated it into Bahasa Indonesia. Then another 

participant stated that the lecturer used English and Bahasa Indonesia. The lecturer mixed the 

language, and she stated that the lecturer talked in English just for short terms to present 

some PowerPoint slides while he used Bahasa Indonesia in another moment. The followings 

are the statements: 

 
Semuanya itu berbahasa inggris tapi di translate lagi [Elsa] 

“Everything was in English but after that he translated it into Bahasa Indonesia.” 
  
Ado, di campur, istilah-istilah singkat be dari ppt be sih bapak tu dari ppt tapi di makul koloid be 
kan kami ado duo mata kuliah emang bahasa inggris [Tania] 

“Yes, they do. They mixed the language. We have two subjects that used English 
as medium this semester, the lecturer talked in English just for short terms in 
power point but he just used English in colloid subject.”  

 

For the rest of the participants stated that their lecturers did not use English while 

reviewing the previous lesson. They said that the lecturer who used English while reviewing 

the material just the lecturer who taught English subject. The following are the statements: 

 
Enggak, enggak ada kecuali makul Bahasa Inggris cuman itu aja yang pakek [Syafa and Minah] 

“No, there were no lecturers used English while reviewing their lesson besides 
English subject”  
 
Ooh kalo itu dak ado sih kak dak pakek bahasa inggris kalo itu [Anni] 



“Ooh No one if who we meant is reviewing the lesson using English”  
 
Gak ada kak, kalo bahasa indo ada tapi yang bahasa inggris enggak ada [Jack] 

“Nothing, just reviewing the lesson using Bahasa Indonesia but nothing for 
English” 

 

 Activating the prior knowledge of present topic 

In activating the prior knowledge of the present topic session, there were two 

participants stated that their lecturers used English in this session, two participants stated the 

lecturers mixed the language and one participant stated that the lecturer used English but after 

that the lecturer translated it into Bahasa Indonesia. The following are their statements: 

 
Kalo pas bapak masih kan ado kami kan beberapo minggu tu pakek bahasa Inggris nah itu 
beberapo minggu pakek bahasa Inggris itu emang dari awal sampe akhir pakek bahasa Inggris 
[Stefanie] 

“In some weeks, the lecturer used English and in those weeks the lecturer used 
English from the beginning until last lesson”  
 
Bahasa Inggris juga, full kak pakek bahasa Inggris [Anna] 

“Also English, he lectured in full English”  
 
Itu di mata kuliah keanekaragaman hayati kak, itu biasanya Setengah bahasa inggris terus itu 
terus di pertengahannya pakek bahasa Indonesia terus di ujungnya lagi bahasa inggris lagi kak 
[Jack] 

“It happened in the course of diversity, usually the lecturer used half in English 
then in the middle use Bahasa Indonesia and in the last part the lecturer used 
English” 
 

Hmm…. Ado kak, tapi dio tu pkek bahasa Indonesia samo pakek bahasa inggris kayak di campur 
gitu. [Anni] 
 

“Hmm… yes, there is. But the lecturer used Bahasa Indonesia and also used 
English, she mixed the language” 
 
Pertamanya itu bingung pas bapak lagi jelasin kan, kalian bingung ya? Ya udah bapak transletin 
lagi di ulangi lagi [Elsa] 
 

“At the first time we confused what the lecturer said, “are you confused? Okay I 
will translate it”, so he said it again” 

 

There were two participants stated that the lecturer did not use English. One of them 

stated that the lecturer who used English just the lecturer who taught English subject. The 

following are the statements: 

 
Eeh kalo yang kayak gitu.. cuman di akhir, misalnya bapak itu kalo ngajar nerangin terus nanti 
bapak tu kalau mau bertanya stopin bapak [Tania] 

“Eeh if something like that.. just in the end, for example if the lecturer taught us 
he just explained the material, later if we wanted to ask just stop the lecturer”  
 
Cuman makul bahasa inggris aja yang kayak gitu, kalo mata kuliah lain materinya yang bahasa 
inggris speakingnya tu mereka pakek bahasa indoneisa. [Syafa and Minah] 

“Just for English subject that the lecturer spoke in English, for other subjects the 
materials are used English but the lecturers explained it using Bahasa 
Indonesia.” 

 



From the observation that researcher did in the chemistry program the lecturer did the 

greeting in English and also greeting in Arabic by saying good morning and 

Assalamu’alaikum. The statements of the participants from chemistry program were the same 

with the observation. Tania and Stefanie stated that their lecturer used English and 

Assalamu’alaikum to greet the students. Not only greeting the students but also thanking the 

students who attended to the class that day and then he started to explain the material. 
From the observation, after the lecturer greeted the students, the lecturer started to 

give a lecture. It was different with what Stefanie said. She said that the lecturer used English 

from the beginning until the end of the lesson. It was true that the lecturer used English from 

beginning until the end of the lesson but after greeting he just directly went to explain the 

material.  

In pre-teaching activities the lecturer just used English in greeting. He did not review 

the last lesson, check the students‟ attendance, and activate the prior knowledge of the present 

topic when gave a lecture in the classroom. 

 

3.2. Using EMI in whilst teaching activities 

 

 Explaining the lesson 

This is the important part in teaching-learning activities in the class. In this activity 

the lecturer needed to use a language that the students understood because when the lecturer 

used language that the students did not understand, it might confuse the students about the 

lesson. In this activity, two participants stated that their lecturer used English when they 

explained the lesson. There was one participant stated that their lecturer used full English 

while explaining the lesson. The following are the statements:  

 
Iya kak [Stefanie] 

“yes”  
 
Iya full kak bahasa inggris [Anna] 

“Yes, full English”  

 

There were also participants stated that their lecturer mixed the language while 

explaining the lesson. The following are the statements: 

 
Ada juga beberapa dosen yang..kalo menjelaskan menggunakan bahasa inggris. Campur kak 
[Jack] 

“There are some lecturers, who explained the lesson using English. They mixed 
the language”  
 
Dicampur sih kak, dosennyo tu ngomong bahasa Indonesia agek tu di campur-campur sama 
bahasa inggris [Anni] 

“The lecturer mix the language, the lecturer talked in Bahasa Indonesia and then 
she mixed with English while talking.”  

 

  A participant also stated that their lecturers used English but after that the lecturers 

translated it into Bahasa Indonesia. One of the participants stated that the lecturer taught them 

with two subjects in English there were chemical colloids and chemical kinetics and the 

participant just understood one subject. She said that she did not really understand about the 

lesson, sometimes she just nodded her head and kept silence when she did not understand 

about the lesson. The following is the statement: 



Bahasa inggris habis tu diartikan, kadang-kadang ngerti, tapi kalo koloid tu ngertilah kak tapi kalo 
kinetika tu kemaren tu kami angguk-angguk bae kadang iyo ngerti sebagian, kalo, bapak tu 
kadang, langsung bae melaju bae ngomongnyo, kami diam bae hehe. [Tania] 

“Using English and then he translated. Sometimes we understand, but just for 
colloid subject but for kinetics subject we just nodding our head sometimes I just 
understood half of the lesson, if, sometimes he just explained the lesson without 
stopping. We just kept silence if we don‟t understand about the lesson hehe.” 

 

One participant stated that it was hard for her to understand the lesson if the lecturer 

used English as medium of instruction. Even though the lecturer translated the utterance into 

Bahasa Indonesia, she still confused and also because the students did not really understand 

when the lecturer used English as medium of instruction, the students begged to the lecturer 

to translate it. She also stated that almost all lecturers in PGMIPA-U used Bahasa Indonesia 

than English. The following is the statement:  

 
Iya..rata-rata semuanya pakek bahasa inggris, pas pelajaran lain sama bapak itu juga pakek 
bahasa inggris. Dikit-dikit ngerti apalagi susah sih, teranginnya ditranslatin tapi kami masih 
bingung, iya sih dari awal disini kan pgmipau..aah rata rata kan pakek bahasa inggris, sekarang 
nih sudah dominannya semuanya udah bahasa Indonesia.. gak ada lagi, udah diilangin bahasa 
inggris nya, ya diminta kalian mau bahasa inggris atau bahasa Indonesia, bapak maunya bahasa 
inggris.. kami mohon ditranslate lah pak gitu kan hah jadi pakek bahasa Indonesia [Elsa] 

“Yes, almost all used English, in other lesson with this lecturer also used English, 
little bit we understand besides its hard, he translated it but we still confused, 
from the beginning here is PGMIPAU..eee used English, right now almost all 
lecturers in PGMIPAU used Bahasa Indonesia.. there is no more, English has 
been erased, ya he asked us wanted to used Bahasa Indonesia or English, the 
lecturer wanted to used English.. so we beg him to translated it in Bahasa 
Indonesia.” 

 

The last participants stated that the lecturer just read the word in the slide in English 

but she used Bahasa Indonesia to explain the content of the slide. The following is the 

statement: 

 
Dia cuman nyebutin judul yang kayak the intregation of na na na..sudah tu bahasa indo, dia cuman 
ngebacain bahasa inggris yang di depan udah tu nanti di transletin dalam bahasa indonesia, 
Slidenya yang bahasa inggris ngomongnya bahasa indonesia, iya [Syafa and Minah] 

“The lecturer just said the title like the integration of na na na..after that used 
Bahasa Indonesia, the lecturer just read the slide and after that the lecturer 
translated it in Bahasa Indonesia. The slide in power point used English but the 
lecturer used Bahasa Indonesia to explain it.”  

 

 Discussing the lesson 

In discussion session, two participants stated that they used English when they did a 

discussion because a condition. Their lecturer said that if the students can use English when 

discussing their material, the lecturer would give them extra scores. The researcher also asked 

them about their understanding on the material when the lecturer used English as medium of 

instruction to explain the material they stated that they understood. The following is the 

statement: 
Pakek bahasa inggris, persentasi pakek bahasa inggris, dio tu kayak kami tu ibaratnyo buat mind 
map gitu ha kami ngejelasin dari main map itu pakek bahasa inggris ha jadi cuman kayak gtu, 
iya.., nilai kami juga kalo misalnya kami ngomong pakek bahasa inggris nilainya full, misalnya 
misal full nya 80 bisa jadi 85 terus nanti misalnya kami bilingual nilainya sekian tapi kalo persentasi 
kami bagus nanti ada tambahan terus kalo emang kami bahasa indonesia doang.., itu kan nilainya 
sekian. Ngerti karena mereka pakek bahasanya yang mudah di pahami, kosa kata ya yang sering 
di dengar, lagian kan kalo kita mau persentasi kita sudah harus pahami nih yang mau kito omongin 



apo gitu nah jadi setidaknyo kayaknyo aa dosennyo ngomong kito paham dan ngerti [Syafa and 
Minah] 
  

“Yes, we used English, we used English for presentation, the students made a 
mind map after that they explained it using English. If we explained the material 
with full English, we had a full score, for the example if we got 80 and because 
we used full English the score could be 85, the score would be different when we 
mixed the language and used full Bahasa Indonesia. We understood about the 
material because the lecturer used understandable words, words that usually 
used in daily life and when we wanted to do a presentation, we must understand 
the material, so when the lecturer talked about the material at least we 
understood.” 
 

One participant stated that the students have not had any discussion in the class when 

the researcher interviewed the participant. She just stated that at that time just the lecturer 

who explained the material. The following is the statement: 

 
Diskusi… Baru-baru ni belum ado kak, belum.., kalo..diskusikan biasonyo kito yang nampil ke 
depan kan itu belum mulai.., itu baru bapaknyo be yang nerangin kalo untuk sekarang nih untuk 
pertemuan ini [Tania] 

“Discussion… Recently there were no discussion occurred, no.., while discussing 
usually we explained the paper in front of the class, but not yet occurred.., for 
now just the lecturer who explained the lesson.”  

 

Almost all participants stated that their lecturers used English to discuss the material. 

The participants also stated the lecturers used English to present the content of the power 

point and to comment. The students also used English when presented the material and they 

spoke in English. A participant also stated their lecturer used English while asking them the 

material and they did not understand. They asked their friend to help them to answer the 

question. The following are the statements: 

 
Iya pakek bahasa inggris [Stefanie] 

“Yes used English”  
 
Bahasa inggris.., iya bapak itu pkek bahasa inggris juga, kami juga pakek bahasa inggris, ppt nya 
bahasa inggris, ngomongnya bahasa inggris nanya nanya juga bahasa inggris [Anna] 

“English.., yes the lecturer commented our presentation used English, we also 
used English, the power point also in English, spoke in English asking questions 
also in English.”  
 
Iya, apalagi persentasi ke depan, tadi maju lagi tadi ke depan. Ha eh bapak itu kan udah kita 
persentasi mau nanya kan, pakek bahasa inggris..kita bingung kan mau ngapain jadi teman yang 
bantuin, iya agak agak ngertilah [Elsa] 

“Yes, especially we did presentation in front of the class, just now we did 
presentation in front of the class. Ha ee after we presented our material the 
lecturer wanted to ask, using English .. we confused what to do so our friends 
helped us, yes just little bit understand.”  

 

For the rest of the participants stated that their lecturers did not use English when they 

do discussion. The following are the statements: 
Gak ada kak [Jack] 

“Nothing.”  
 
Dak ado sih kak kalo itu [Anni] 

“Nothing.”  



 

 Examplifying the lesson 
When giving an example some participants stated that their lecturer used English. The 

following are the statements: 

 
Pakek bahasa inggis kak [Stefanie] 

“Yes used English.”  
 
Bahasa inggris sih kak [Anna] 

“English”  
 
Pakek biasanya, tapi kebanyakan ada juga yang.., biasanya bapak itu kan keagamaannya luas 
jadi kalo udah di luar itu pakek bahasa Indonesia rata-rata [Elsa] 

“Yes, usually, but largely there is also…, usually the lecturer has widespread 
knowledge about his religion so if he speak about that he uses Bahasa Indonesia”  
 

One participant stated that when the lecturer used English when giving an example of 

the material, she did not understand. The following are the statements: 

 
Iyo dalam bahasa inggris. [Tania] 

“Yes, in English.” 
Idak hehe Kami dak ngerti kak, kalo menurut pribadi kami dak ngerti entahlah kalo ado sebagian 
yang ngerti [Tania] 

“No hehe we didn‟t understand, personally we didn‟t understand but I don‟t 
know about the other students.”  
 

There were also two participants stated that their lecturers used English when giving 

an example but after that the lecturers translated it into Bahasa Indonesia. The following are 

the statements: 
 
Kalo contoh ada beberapa kak dari beberapa dosen, nanti di translate lagi [Jack] 

“If giving an example there are some from some lecturers, after that they 
translated it” 
 
Kalo itu ada kak tapi nanti ditranslate lagi [Anni] 

“Oh yes, but after that the lecturer translate it into Bahasa Indonesia” 

 

The last participants stated that their lecturer did not use English while giving an 

example of the material. The following is the statement: 
Cuman mata kuliah bahasa Inggris aja yang kayak gitu [Syafa and Minah] 

“Just lecturer who taught English subject that used English”  

 

 Delivering the questions 

When delivering question in the classroom, two participants stated that the lecturer 

used English when delivering the question and also one participant stated that the lecturer 

taught them with two subjects and the lecturer just asking a question in English for one 

subject not both subjects. The participant also stated that her problem. She wanted to ask the 

lecturer in English but she can‟t do that. The following are the statements:  

 
Iya kak [Anna] 

“Yes”  
 



Iya, yang kinetika iyo kak di makul kinetika . Kami jawabnyo dak kayak gitu be, nothing.., ado yang 
bilang nothing. Pengen nanyo kami pengen nanyo tapi kami dak ngerti apo yang dibilangin tu 
kadang [Tania] 

“Yes, in kinetics subject. We just answered no.. (in Bahasa Indonesia) and 
nothing (in English), there were students who said nothing. I wanted to ask a 
question but I didn‟t understand how to ask a question in English.” 

 

Also there was a participant stated that the lecturer asked them and the response that 

the lecturer got was nothing and he suggested the students to ask him after the lesson 

completed. The following is the statement: 
 
Bapak tu nanyo “do you have a question”?, agek kami diam be, jadi bapak tu bilang kalo kalian 
mau nanyo biso habis pelajaran selesai [Stefanie] 

“The lecturer asked “do you have a question?”, then we just keep silent, so the 
lecturer said “you can ask me” after the lesson is completed”  

 

There were one participant stated that the lecturer is used English because there were 

students who understand English but for the participant, she did not understand if the lecturer 

used English. The following is the statement: 
 
Pakek bahasa inggris, jadi kami responnya ya.. bapak itu nanya apa sih, bapak itu ini ini jadi jawab 
ini ini, pertama kali langsung pakek bahasa inggris, ada sih di kelas itu yang pintar bahasa inggris  
jadi bapak tu.. mau bahasa inggris semua.. [Elsa] 

“Using English, so we response it like ya.. what is the lecturer asked, he asked 
like this so answered like this, from the beginning the lecturer used English, 
there is student who understand English so the lecturer wanted to use full 
English”  

 

The rest participants stated that their lecturers used Bahasa Indonesia and did not use 

English while delivering the questions. The following are the statements: 
 
gak pernah kak pakek bahasa inggris [Jack] 

“Never use English”  
 

Endak kak mungkin kagek takutnyo kami dak ngerti kalik [Anni] 

“No maybe the lecturer afraid if we did not understand”  

 

 Answering the questions 

When the lecturer used Bahasa Indonesia as medium of instruction to give a lecture 

the students, they wanted to ask a question but when the lecturer used English as medium of 

instruction in giving a lecture, the students did not want to ask any questions. The following 

is the statement: 
 
Itu waktu kemaren selamo belajar kemaren, yang koloid ado kawan kami nanyo pakek bahasa 
indonesia di jawab pakek bahasa indonesia kemaren kalo yang kinetika nih belum ado yang nanyo 
samo sekali karena bapak tu pakek bahasa inggris. Kami pengenlah nanyo pakek bahasa inggris 
cuman agek, salah ngomong to be nyo kan biasonyo kayak gitu, ai berentilah iyo [Tania] 
 

“Yesterday, when we studied yesterday, in colloid subject, we used Bahasa 
Indonesia to ask a question and he answered our question by using Bahasa 
Indonesia, for kinetics subject we didn‟t have any questions to ask because the 
lecturer used English. “We really wanted to ask a question using English but we 
worried about to say something wrong in English.”  

 



Even though the lecturer used English as medium of instruction in the class, the 

lecturer used Bahasa Indonesia when the students asked him using Bahasa Indonesia. The 

following is the statement: 
 
Kami tu kak jarang nanyo kalo bapak tu pakek bahasa inggris full, tapi ado pernah yang nanyo 
pakek bahasa indo bapak tu jawab pakek bahasa indo [Stefanie] 

“We rarely ask the lecturer if he uses full English, but there is student who asked 
a question using Bahasa Indonesia and the lecturer also using Bahasa Indonesia 
to answer the question”  
 
Tergantung pertanyaannya, kalo kami pakek bahasa Indonesia bapak jawab pakek bahasa 
Indonesia [Elsa] 

“It depends on the questions, if we ask using Bahasa Indonesia the lecturer 
answer using Bahasa Indonesia”  
 

There were lecturers who translated the answer and also there was a lecturer who 

answered the questions using English and he sometime translated it into Bahasa Indonesia 

and sometimes he forgot to translate it. The following are the statements: 
 
kadang kan kak, kami itu enggak terlalu ngerti semua bahasa inggris jadi mintak pake bahasa 
Indonesia bae pak gitu hehe, bapak itu kadang pakek bahasa inggris baru di translate [Anna] 

“Sometime, we do not know all about English so we asked the lecturer to use 
Bahasa Indonesia hehe, he sometime used English then he translated it in Bahasa 
Indonesia”  
 
Biasanya itu yang pakek bahasa indonesia, tapi ada satu yang pakek bahasa inggris kak, kadang-
kadang ditranslate kadang- kadang enggak [Jack] 

“Usually it happened with lecturers who used Bahasa Indonesia, but there is one 
lecturer who used English, sometime he translate it sometimes not.”  
 
Ooh kalo itu Jarang sih kak. Eemm..dosennya tuh kadang ado yang pkek bahasa inggris tapi 
kadang-kadang di translatenyo jugo ado jugo yang dak pakek ditranslet lagi [Anni] 

“Ooh the lecturer rarely used English. Eemm.. there was a lecturer who used 
English but sometimes the lecturer translated it into Bahasa Indonesia but 
sometime the lecturer not translate it”  

 

 Presenting the slides 

When the lecturer used English as medium of instruction while presenting the slides, 

the students stated that they did not really understand and sometimes they understand just one 

word, one sentence, or some parts about what the lecturer said. The following is the 

statement: 
Iyo pakek bahasa inggris kak. Kalo per kata per kata cuman per kalimat tu ngertilah kami kalo 
kadang-kadang kalo cuman satu kalimat maksudnyo kayak gitu ngerti [Tania] 

“Yes, in English. We sometime understood about what the lecturer said in 
English but just for one word or one sentence.”  
 
Ada yang pakek bahasa inggris, pakek bahasa inggris aja.Lumayan ngertilah kak. Di beberapa 
bagian aja, [Jack] 

“There are lecturers who used English, just use English only. I was fairly 
understood. Only in some parts”  
 
Ooh ado kak.Iya kak pakek bahasa inggris. Kami ngertilah dikit kak dak taulah kalo kawan [Anni] 

“Ooh Yes. Yes, the lecturer used English. We understand little bit but we did not 
know about the others”  

 



There was also a participant stated that when the lecturer used English as medium of 

instruction in the classroom and the students did not really understand, they would discuss the 

material in Whatsapp group. The following is the statement: 
 
Pakek bahasa inggris kak bapak tu. Kami sih ado jugo yang dak ngertinyo, tapi kami kan kak ado 
grup gitu di WA jadi bapak tu jelasin lagi di grup [Stefanie] 

“The lecturer used English. We also do not really understand, but we have a 
Whatsapp group so the lecturer explain the lesson again in the group”  

 

When the lecturer used English as medium of instruction and the students did not 

understand about what the lecturer said, the students asked him using Bahasa Indonesia to 

repeat what he said. The following is the statement: 
 
Iya bahasa inggris, ya ada yang ngerti ada yang enggak, kalo gak ngerti ditanyai gitu, “maksudnya 
apa pak?” [Anna] 

“Yes English, yes there were any students who understand and who is not, if the 
students do not understand they will ask the lecturer, “what do you mean sir?”  

 

There were any lecturers who used English and Bahasa Indonesia when explained the 

slides in the class. The following are the statements: 
 
Ee isi semua bahasa Inggris, barengan bahasa Indo bahasa Inggris, tulis di papan tulis ini artinya 
ini [Elsa] 

“Ee the content is using English, he used Bahasa Indonesia and English at the 
same time, write the word in the whiteboard using English and he used Bahasa 
Indonesia to explain the words.”  
 
Cuman dibilangin judulnya aja kak nanti jelasinnya pakek bahasa [Syafa and Minah] 

“The lecturer spoke English just for the title then used Bahasa Indonesia to 
explain it”  

 

From the observation, the lecturer used English in explaining the material. He used 

full English when explained the lesson on the class. When the observation done, there were 

no discussion occurred. The researcher just got a chance to observe the class when the 

lecturer explained the material. When the lecturer used full English in the classroom he gave 

an example also in English.  

In the observation, the lecturer just explained the material without stop. He just kept 

explaining about the material with full English and did not let the students to asked any 

question and also he did not asked the students whether they understand or not with the 

explanation or give any question that related to the material.  

When presenting the slide the lecturer used English. He gave the material from the 

slides. What the lecturer did for the first time come to the class was open the slides because 

the slides are filled with the material and the content of the slides were also in English. 

 

3.3. Using EMI in post-teaching activities 

 

 Giving the conclusion of the lesson 
There were lecturers who used English when gave the conclusion. The following are 

the statements: 
 
Biasonyo iyo pkek bahasa inggris kak tapi yang kinetika. [Tania] 

“Usually use English just for kinetics subject. We just keep quiet” 
  



Iyo kak [Stefanie] 

“Yes, they did”  
 
Bapak itu ..iya kak, ngerti kak ngerti [Anna] 

“That lecturer..yes, understand, understand”  

 

Sometimes the lecturer did not use English and rarely gave a conclusion. The 

following is the statement: 
 
Ee.. kadang iya kadang tidak, tapi jarang menyimpulkan [Elsa] 

“Sometime yes, sometime no, rarely give a conclusion”  

 

And there were lecturers who used Bahasa Indonesia and never used English in giving 

the conclusion. The following is the statements: 
 
Enggak kak langsung pakek bahasa indo [Jack] 

“No, they just directly used bahasa”  
 
Dak pernah.. [Syafa and Minah] 

“Never”  
 
Oh.. itu sih kalo itu sih idak kak dak bahasa inggris [Anni] 

“Oh.. No the lecturer did not use English”  

 

 

 Closing the lesson 

The lecturers used English when closed the lesson for example they said see you 

tomorrow, good bye and see you next time. The following are the statements: 
 
Kalo kemaren nutup pkek bahasa inggris, ok..see you.. see you later, see you tomorrow.. [Tania] 

“Yesterday the lecturer used English to close the lesson like “ok..see you.. see 
you later see you tomorrow..”  
 
Iyo kak kayak “good bye” udah tu Assalamu’alaikum. [Stefanie] 

“Yes, like “good bye” and then “Assalamu‟alaikum”  
 
Hari ini selesai sampe jumpa besok, pakek bahasa inggris [Elsa] 

“Today is done see you tomorrow, using English”  
 
Beberapa, “See you next time” gitu bae [Syafa,and Minah] 

“Some of them, they just said something like see you next time”  
  
Iya pakek bahasa inggris [Anna] 

“Yes used English”  
 

Some lecturers do not used English when they closing the lesson. The following are 

the statements: 
Gak pakek kak [Jack] 

“No they don‟t”  
 
Idak jugo sih kak [Anni] 

“No”  
 

From the observation the lecturer did conclude the lesson with using English. When 

he closed the lesson he said sorry to finish the class earlier and he also said that they would 



continue to discuss the lesson in the telegram. He said thank you and also Assalamu’alaikum 

when he closed the lesson.   

 

4.3 Discussion 

  
 Based on the findings, the participants showed that not all lecturers used English as 

medium of instruction to teach the students. There were some subjects that must use English 

as medium of instruction but some lecturers did not use English. When the researcher asked 

their understanding about the lesson when the lecturers used English as medium in the 

classroom some of them stated that sometimes they understood and sometimes they did not. 

There were also participants stated that they did not really understand about the lesson even 

when the lecturer translated into Bahasa Indonesia. 

 In pre-teaching activities there all about the beginning when the lecturer started to 

teach the students about what they will learn like greeting, checking attendance, review the 

last lesson and activate prior knowledge of the present topic. In greeting, almost all of the 

participants stated that their lecturer used English while greeting their students but Syafa and 

Minah stated differently than the others. They stated that their lecturers did not use English 

when gave a greeting. The lecturer just gave a greeting in Arabic and the lecturer who used 

English in greeting just the lecturer who taught English subject. In checking the students‟ 

attendance all participants stated that their lecturer did not use English when checked their 

attendance. They said that the lecturer just signed their green cards or asked the students who 

did not came to the class at that time but the lecturers did not use English when asked the 

students but in Bahasa Indonesia.   

 When it comes to review the last lesson the participants from two programs 

(chemistry and physics) stated that their lecturers used English when did this activity. The 

participants from chemistry program stated that the lecturer used English when reviewed the 

last lesson in the classroom but the statements are different with the result of the observation 

that the researcher got. From the observation, the lecturer did use English as medium of 

instruction from the beginning until the end of the lesson at that time but the lecturer did not 

give a review about their last lesson. He did not do this activity when teaching-learning 

activities occurred at that time.  

 The participants stated that when the lecturer tried to activate the prior knowledge of 

the students in the present topic, some students stated that their lecturers used full English, 

mixed the language and translate the utterance into Bahasa Indonesia. Just two participants 

stated that the lecturer did not use English. From the observation in the chemistry program, 

the lecturer did not activate the prior knowledge of the present topic. Contrast with what 

Stefanie said that the lecturer used English.   

 When the lecturer explained the lesson, the participants stated that there were some 

lecturers used full English when explained the lesson, in other program the lecturer mixed the 

language then there were also lecturer who translated the explanation into Bahasa Indonesia 

after he explained the material using English and there was a lecturer who spoke English just 

for the title of the material in slides but he explained the content in Bahasa Indonesia. When 

the researcher wanted to find the students who learned non English subjects using English, 

the researcher got that there were some lecturers who just used English in the slides but 

explained the content in Bahasa Indonesia.  

 In doing a discussion, there were participants stated that the lecturer and the students 

used English as the medium. It happened because there was a condition that the students got 

extra score if they used full English. In giving an example, there were lecturers who used full 

English and the lecturers who translated the words after he gave an example in English. In 

delivering the questions, four participants stated that their lecturers used Bahasa Indonesia. In 



answering the questions, almost all participants stated that the lecturer used Bahasa Indonesia 

but there were lecturer who sometimes used English in answering the question then he 

translated it. In explaining the presentation slides, some participants stated that their lecturers 

used full English and two participants stated that the lecturers just spoke in English as they 

read the content of the slides because the slides were in English but they explained it using 

Bahasa Indonesia. 

 From the observation in the Chemistry Program, the lecturer chose to use a television 

rather than a projector to show the slides. The lecturer showed the material from the slides all 

the content of the slides were written in English. When the lecturer presented the material, he 

read the material in the slide and then he explained it using his own words in English while 

pointing the content of the slides. He also used gestures when explained the material while 

looking to the students. When the teacher gave an example, he used whiteboard to illustrate 

the example.  

 When the lecturer used full English in explaining the material, the students just kept 

quiet and just nodded their head. There was also a time when the students did not really 

understand about the material and asked the students beside her. Some of them just stared 

blankly when the lecturer used English while explaining the lesson. A student played with her 

mobile phone when the lecturer explained the lesson using English. Another student just paid 

attention to the lecturer several times and not fully paid attention to him while he explained 

the material. When she did not pay the attention to the lecturer, she busied herself playing 

with her mobile phone and also she busied herself to find something in her bag. In the 

classroom just one or five people who wrote a note when the lecturer used English in 

explaining the lesson.  

 At that time when the lecturer used full English, he just continuously explained the 

material. He explained the material using English without stop until the end of the lesson. He 

also did not give a time for the students to ask a question about the material or about the 

example that he explained in front of the classroom. It was similar to what Stefanie and Tania 

said that they really did not understand about the material when the lecturer used English as 

medium. In the end of the lesson after he gave a conclusion about the material, he said that 

they continued the lesson in telegram, so the students could ask him about the material that 

they did not understand. For the closing he said, “Thank you very much and 

Assalamu’alaikum Wr. Wb.” 

 To sum up, this study showed that the use of English as medium of instruction in 

PGMIPA-U has not been done by all lecturers in that program. Even when the subject related 

to English like English for Biology, Mathematics, Physics and Chemistry, some of them did 

not use English as medium while giving the lecture. There were two programs that used 

English just in some parts of teaching-learning activities in the class, one program which used 

full English in the classroom from the beginning of the semester until the end of the semester 

and one program used full English in the classroom but just some weeks that the lecturer used 

English for the semester.  

 Most of participants said that they did not really understand about the lesson if the 

lecturers used full English in teaching-learning activities in the class. Even, a participant did 

not understand about the lesson although the lecturer translated the language into Bahasa 

Indonesia. Another student said that she wanted to be brave to talk in English in the class. 

Another student also said that she really wanted to ask a question in English in front of the 

class but afraid because her lack ability in English.  

 This result was similar with Artini (2011) which showed that most of the students did 

not really understand the lesson if the teachers used English as medium of instruction in the 

classroom. The result of this study also showed that some students did not really understand 

the material if the lecturers used English as medium of instruction in the class.  



 

4. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

 

4.1. Conclusion 

 

The finding clearly indicated that not all lecturers in PGMIPAU program used English as 

medium in the class. There were just some lecturers who used English as medium. Some 

lecturers used full English and other mix or just used English in some parts of the teaching-

learning activities in the class. The participants in this study also stated that they are not 

really able to use English and it made the students did not really understand about the lesson 

if the lecturers used full English as medium of instruction in the class. 

In sum, this study provided information for the university and also PGMIPAU study 

program to know the students‟ perception about the use of English as medium in the class and 

also their understanding about the lesson if the lecturers used English as medium of 

instruction in the class. This study revealed the fact that the campus life in this program is 

different than it supposed to happen. Just some lecturers that used English as medium and the 

students do not really able to use English. 

 

4.2. Suggestion 

 

The researcher hoped that this research can be useful to inform the university to find a 

solution in order to make the students understand about the lesson when the lecturer used 

English as medium of instruction and how to make many lecturers confident in using English 

as medium in the classroom. This study also can be reference to other researcher who wants 

to conduct the same study.  
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Appendix A. Student interview protocol 

Students‟ perception about the implementation of EMI in the classroom 

Pre-teaching activities 

1. Do your lecturers use English while greeting?  

 How? Is the lecturer used full English? 

 Do you understand if the lecturer used English? 

2. Do your lecturers use English while checking list of attendance? 

 How? Is the lecturer used full English? 

3. Do your lecturers use English while reviewing the previous lesson? 

 How? Is the lecturer used full English? 

 Do you understand if the lecturer used English? 

4. Do your lecturers use English while activating the prior knowledge of the present 

topic? 

 How? Is the lecturer used full English? 

 Do you understand if the lecturer used English? 

Whilst teaching activities 

5. Do your lecturers use English while explaining the lesson?  

 How? Is the lecturer used full English? 

 Do you understand if the lecturer used English? 

6. Do your lecturers use English while discussing the lesson? 

 How? Is the lecturer used full English? 

 Do you understand if the lecturer used English? 

7. Do your lecturers use English while exemplifying the lesson? 

 How? Is the lecturer used full English? 

 Do you understand if the lecturer used English? 

8. Do your lecturers use English while delivering the questions? 

 How? Is the lecturer used full English? 

 Do you understand if the lecturer used English? 

9. Do your lecturers use English while answering the questions? 

 How? Is the lecturer used full English? 

 Do you understand if the lecturer used English? 

10. Do your lecturers use English while presenting the slides? 

 How? Is the lecturer used full English? 

 Do you understand if the lecturer used English?  

Post-teaching activities 

11. Do your lecturers use English while giving the conclusion of the lesson? 

 How? Is the lecturer used full English? 

 Do you understand if the lecturer used English? 

12. Do your lecturers use English while closing the lesson? 

 How? Is the lecturer used full English? 

 Do you understand if the lecturer used English? 

 

 

Appendix B. Class observation sheet 



Statements 
Full 

English 

Mix 

(English 

and 

Bahasa 

Indonesia) 

Translate 

The 

lecturer 

did not do 

this 

activity in 

the class 

lecturers use English while greeting     

lecturers use English while checking list of 

attendance 
    

lecturers use English while reviewing the 

previous lesson 
    

lecturers use English while activating the prior 

knowledge of the present topic 
    

lecturers use English while explaining the lesson     

lecturers use English while discussing the lesson     

lecturers use English while exemplifying the 

lesson 
    

lecturers use English while delivering the 

questions 
    

lecturers use English while answering the 

questions 
    

lecturers use English while presenting the slides     

lecturers use English while giving the conclusion 

of the lesson 
    

lecturers use English while closing the lesson     

 


